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Abstract

The task of identifying syntactic components is one of the fundamental tasks in natural language processing. The syntactic structure of every language is organized in terms of subject, object, and other grammatical functions, most of which are familiar from traditional grammatical work. We propose a syntactic analyzer for Myanmar language. Our syntactic analysis has two steps: function tagging and grammatical relation. We identify the function tag sets for Myanmar language and function tagging is a preprocessing step to show grammatical relations of Myanmar sentence. In the task of function tagging, which tags the function of Myanmar sentences with correct segmentation, POS (part-of-speech) tagging and chunking information, we use Naive Bayesian theory to disambiguate the possible function tags of a word. We apply context free grammar (CFG) to find out the grammatical relations. Experiments show that our analysis achieves a good result with simple sentences and complex sentences.

1. Introduction

Syntactic parsing, or syntactic analysis, is an important processing step to many language processing applications such as Anaphora Resolution, Machine Translation, and Question Answering. It is the process of analyzing an input sequence in order to determine its grammatical structure with respect to a given grammar. Syntactic relations operate at word-level with the assumption that input sentences are pre-segmented, POS tagged and chunked. Syntax is the formal relationships between words of a sentence. It deals with word order, and how the words depend on other words in a sentence.

The natural language processing community is in the strong position of having many available approaches to solving some of its most fundamental problems [5]. Syntactic tags are useful for any application trying to follow the thread of the text – they fine the ‘who does what’ of each clause, which can be useful to gain information about the situation or to learn more about the behavior of words in the sentence [3].

Myanmar is SOV language. It is also a variable word order language. The free word order feature of Myanmar makes parsing a challenging task. Syntactic analysis is a part of the Myanmar to English machine translation project. If high quality translation is to be achieved, language understanding is a necessity. One problem in Myanmar language processing is the lack of grammatical regularity in the language. This leads to very complex Myanmar grammar in order to obtain satisfactory results, which in turn increases the complexity in the parsing process, it is desired that simple grammar is to be used. However, this will cause ambiguities in the parse result.

In our approach, we take the chunk level phrase with the combination of POS tag and its category which is the output of a fully described morphological analyzer, which is very important for agglutinative languages like Myanmar. A small corpus annotated manually serves as training data because the large scale Myanmar Corpus is unavailable at present. The relations of the POS tags are obtained from the corpus. Since the large-scale annotated corpora, such as Penn Treebank, have been built in English, statistical
knowledge extracted from them has been shown to be more and more crucial for natural language disambiguation [4]. As a distinctive language, Myanmar has many characteristics different from English. The use of statistical information efficiently in Myanmar language is still a virgin land waiting to explore.

The rest of the paper is organized as in the followings. Next, in the Related Work section, we analyze previous efforts related to the tasks of function tagging and syntactic analysis. Section 3 includes issues of Myanmar language. Section 4 describes syntactic structure of Myanmar language. Section 5 explains about Grammar of Myanmar Language. Section 6 includes the proposed function tag sets. Section 7 describes about corpus creation. Function tagging model is presented in section 8. Section 9 describes about grammatical relations of Myanmar Sentence. Section 10 explains about experimental results. Finally the conclusion of the paper is presented.

2. Related Work

Blaheta and Johnson [1] addressed the task of function tags assignment. They used a statistical algorithm based on a set of features grouped in trees, rather than chains. The advantage was that features can better contribute to overall performance for cases when several features are sparse. When such features are conditioned in a chain model the sparseness of a feature can have a dilution effect of an ulterior (conditioned) one.

Mihai Linteian and Vasile Rus[11] described the use of two machine learning techniques, naive Bayes and decision trees, to address the task of assigning function tags to nodes in a syntactic parse tree. They used a set of features inspired from Blaheta and Johnson [1]. The set of classes they used in their model corresponds to the set of functional tags in Penn Treebank. To generate the training data, they have considered only nodes with functional tags, ignoring nodes unlabeled with such tags. They trained the classifiers on sections 1-21 from Wall Street Journal (WSJ) part of Penn Treebank and used section 23 to evaluate the generated classifiers.

Yong-uk Park and Hyuk-chul Kwon [18] tried to disambiguate for syntactic analysis system by many dependency rules and segmentation. Segmentation is made during parsing. If two adjacent morphemes have no syntactic relations, their syntactic analyzer makes new segment between these two morphemes, and find out all possible partial parse trees of that segmentation and combine them into complete parse trees. Also they used adjacent-rule and adverb subcategorization to disambiguate of syntactic analysis. Their syntactic analyzer system used morphemes for the basic unit of parsing. They made all possible partial parse trees on each segmentation process, and tried to combine them into complete parse trees.

Mark-Jan Nederhof and Giorgio Satta[8] considered the problem of parsing non-recursive context-free grammars, i.e., context-free grammars that generate finite languages and presented two tabular algorithms for these grammars. They presented their parsing algorithm, based on the CYK (Cocke–Younger–Kasami) algorithm and Earley’s algorithm. As parsing CFG (context-free grammar), they have taken a small hand-written grammar of about 100 rules. They have ordered the input grammars by size, according to the number of nonterminals (or the number of nodes in the forest, following the terminology by Langkilde (2000)).

In our system, we use Naïve Bayesian model for its simplicity and user-friendliness. We apply context-free grammar for grammatical relations because it is easier to maintain and can add new language features. Besides, it can automatically construct efficient syntactic analyzer.

3. Issues of Myanmar Language

A number of issues are affecting the syntactic analysis of Myanmar language.

- Myanmar is a free word order. The sentence can be constructed by placing emphatic phrase at the start of a sentence. For example:

  သူသည္ သတင္းစာကို ဖတ္သည္။

  (Subject+Object+Verb)
The subject or object of the sentence can be skipped, and still be a valid sentence.
For example: သတင္းစာကို ဖတ္သည္။ (verb)

The Burmese language makes prominent usage of particles, which are untranslatable words that are suffixed or prefixed to words to indicate level of respect, grammatical tense, or mood.
For example:
(If Mg Mg wins the first prize, his parents will surprise.)

In our language, an adjective can specialize before or after a noun unlike other languages.
For example:
သူမေက်ာင္း သို႔ သို႔ သို႔ သို႔ သြားသည္။ (သို႔မဟုတ္) သူမေက်ာင္းသြားသည္။ (She goes to the school.)

The verb can be hidden in a Myanmar sentence.
For example:
ေမာင္ေမာင္ မ်ား မ်ား မ်ား မ်ား ပထမရလ်င္ သူ႔မိဘမ်ားက Aံ႔ၾသ (If Mg Mg wins the first prize, his parents will surprise.)

This will cause a lot of problem during syntactic analysis, and a lot of possible relations will be resulted, if only simple grammar is used.

4. Syntactic Structure of Myanmar Language

It is known that many postpositions can be used in a Myanmar sentence. If the words can be misplaced in a sentence, the sentence can be abnormal. There are two kinds of sentence as a sentence construction. They are simple sentence (SS) and complex sentence (CS). In simple sentence, other phrases such as object, time, and place can be added between subject and verb.
There are two kinds of clause in a complex sentence called independent clause (IC) and dependent clause (DC). There must be at least one independent clause in a sentence. But there can be more than one dependent clause in it. IC contains sentence final particle (sfp) at the end of a sentence [15][17].

SS=IC+sfp
CS=DC...+IC+sfp

IC may be noun phrase or verb or combination of both.
IC=V  (သြား)
IC=N...+V (ဘုရားမွာပန္းနဲ႔ဆီမီးလွဴ)

DC is the same as IC but it must contain a clause marker (cm) in the end.
DC=N...+cm (စိတ္ထား+ျဖဴ+မွ)

5. Grammar of Myanmar Language

Grammar studies the rules behind languages. The aspect of grammar that does not concern meaning directly is called syntax. Myanmar (syntax: SOV), because of its use of postposition (wi.Bat), would probably be defined as a "postpositional language", whereas English (syntax: SVO) because of its use of preposition would probably be defined as a "prepositional language".
There are really only two parts of speech in Burmese, the noun and the verb, instead of the usually accepted eight parts (Pe Maung Tin 1956:195). Most Myanmar linguists [6][12][15][17] accepted there are eight parts of speech in Burmese. Burmese nouns and verbs need the help of suffixes or particles to show grammatical relation. For example:

ဗိုလ်သားများသာ သာ သာ သာ ဂုဏ္ထူးရသည်။

Burmese is a highly verb-prominent language and that suppression of the subject and omission of personal pronouns in connected text result in a reduced role of nominals. This observation misses the critical role of postposition particles marking sentential arguments and also of the verb itself being so marked. The key to the view of Burmese being structures by nominals is found in the role of the particles. Some particles modify the word's part of speech. Among the most prominent of these is the particle အ, which is prefixed to verbs and adjectives to form nouns or adverbs. There is a wide variety of particles in Burmese.

For example:

သူတို့သည် မႏ ၱေလးတြင္ ၈ ရက္ တိတိ တိတိ တိတိ တိတိ လည္ခဲ့သည်။

Stewart remarked that "The Grammar of Burmese is almost entirely a matter of the correct use of particles"(Stewart 1956: xi). How one understands the role of the particles is probably a matter of one's purpose.

6. Proposed Function Tag Sets

The label such as subject, object, time, location, etc. is named as function tags. These are conceptually appealing by encoding an event in the format of "who did what to whom, where, when", which provides useful semantic information of the sentences.

In English Penn Treebank, there are 20 function tags. These tags are categorized into four groups such as Grammatical, Form/Function, Topicalisation and Miscellaneous. In Chinese Penn Treebank (CTB), there are 26 function tags. These tags are categorized into five groups. They are Syntactic Label, Semantic Label, Miscellaneous Label, Clause Type and Discrepancy Label.

To the author’s knowledge, this is the first attempt to propose the function tags for our Myanmar language. We propose a set of function tags based on the inflecting system and address the question of assigning function tags to Myanmar words. The function tags are mostly identified with word and postpositional marker (PPM) combination.

For example:

Mg Mya lives at the village.

The key to the view of Burmese being structures by nominals is found in the role of the particles. Some particles modify the word's part of speech. Among the most prominent of these is the particle အ, which is prefixed to verbs and adjectives to form nouns or adverbs. There is a wide variety of particles in Burmese.

For example:

(He goes to school at 8 o’clock in the morning.)

There are 39 function tags.

Function tag for verb phrase

• Active

Function tags for other phrases

• Subject
  Subj  အ
  PSubj  အ SubjP ၁၂၃
• Direct Object
  Obj  လည်ည
  POBJ  လည်ည ObjP ၁၂၃
• Indirect Object
  PObj  ကို
  PIObj  ကို IObjP ၁၂၃
• Place
  Pla  ရန်ကုန်
  PPla  ရန်ကုန် PlaP ၁၂၃
• Time
  Tim  မနက်
  PTim  မနက် TimP ၁၂၃
• Extract
  PExt  အနေဝါနည်း ExtP ၁၂၃
• Simile
  PSim  ကျော်မှု SimP ၁၂၃
• Compare
  PCom  ထားပြီ ComP ၁၂၃
• Own
  POwn  ၁၂၃ OwnP ၁၂၃
• Predicative Complement
  Ada  ၁၂၃
7. Corpus Creation

Corpus is a large and structured set of texts. It is used to do statistical analysis, checking occurrences or validating linguistic rules on a specific universe. Besides, it is a fundamental basis of many researches in Natural Language Processing (NLP). Building of the corpus will be helpful for development NLP tools (such as grammar rules, spelling checking, etc). However, there are very few creations and researches of corpora in Myanmar, comparing to other language such as English.

Our corpus is to be built manually. We extend the POS tagged corpus that is proposed in [13]. The chunk and function tags are manually added to the POS tagged corpus. The corpus contains about 3000 sentences with average word length 15. All sentences are collected from Myanmar textbook of middle school and Myanmar grammar books. They are simple sentences and complex sentences. Manually annotated corpora are valuable but scarce resources. The corpus data will be annotated only up to the sentence level in order to be in the same format for all Myanmar languages. The corpus size is bigger and bigger because the tested sentences are automatically added to the corpus.

8. Function Tagging Model

We model the problem of assigning function tags as a classification problem. Classifiers are programs that assign a class from a predefined set of classes to an instance based on the values of attributes used to describe the instance. We define a set of linguistically motivated features based on which we characterize the instances. We automatically generate instances from our tagged corpus and then use them to derive Naive Bayesian classifier as solutions to the function tags assignment problem [9].

8.1 Naïve Bayesian Classifier

Before one can build naive Bayesian based classifier, one needs to collect training data [11]. The training data is a set of problem instances. Each instance consists of values for each of the defined features of the underlying model and the corresponding class, i.e. function tag in our case. The development of a naïve Bayesian classifier involves learning how much each function tag should be trusted for the decisions it makes. Naïve Bayesian classifiers are well-matched to the function tagging problem. The Naïve Bayesian classifier is a term in Bayesian statistics dealing with a simple probabilistic classifier based on applying Bayes’ theorem with strong (naïve) independence assumptions. It assumes independence among input features. Therefore, given an input vector, its target class can be found by choosing the one with the highest posterior probability. The probability model for a classifier is a conditional model.

\[ P(c_k|x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n) = P(c_k) P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_n | c_k) \]
Let $X=x_1, x_2, x_3, \ldots (x_i, i \geq 1$ and $X$ are features)

$C=c_1, c_2, c_3, \ldots (c_k, k \geq 1$ and $C$ are classes)

$P (c_i|x_1, x_2, \ldots , x_i)$ is referred to as the posterior probability

$P(c_i)$ as the prior probability

$P(x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_i|c_i)$ as the log likelihood

**8.2 Function Tagging by using Naïve Bayes Theory**

The label such as subject, object, time, etc. is named as function tags. By function, we mean that action or state which a sentence describes. We investigate the application of the Naive Bayes method to Myanmar function tagging.

Each proposed function tag is regarded as a class and the task is to find what class/tag a given word in a sentence belongs to from a set of predefined classes/tags.

A feature is a tag word with category.

- For example:
  
  [noun_animals] / [part_number] / [particle_type]

Some are same POS tag and same word but different categories.

- For example:

  [pronoun_possessive] / [ppm_compare]

A class is a one of the proposed function tags.

- For example:

  [PSub] [Sub] [P] [Obj] [P] [Obj]

Same word may have different function tags.

- For example:

  [PPla] [Pla] [Pla] [Pla] [Pla]

Some are same POS tag and same word but different categories.

- For example:

  [noun_animals] / [noun_objects]

A class is a one of the proposed function tags.

- For example:

  [PSub] [Sub] [P] [Obj] [P] [Obj]

Same word may have different function tags.

- For example:

  [PPa] [Pla] [Pla] [Pla] [Pla]

There are many chunks in a sentence such as NC (noun chunk), PPC (postposition chunk), AC (adjective chunk), RC (adverb chunk), CC (conjunction chunk), PC (particle chunk) and VC (verb chunk).

We take the tag word with category of each chunk in the sentence. Some chunks contain one or more POS tag with category.

For example:

NC[noun.animals, co3/part.number, en/ particle.type]

We select one of the POS tag (noun.animals) with respect to the chunk.

There are many possible function tags ($ft_1, ft_2, \ldots ft_i$) for each POS tag ($pt_1, pt_2, \ldots pt_j$) with category. These possible tags are retrieved from the training corpus by using the following equation that is prior probability.

$$P (ft_1|pt_1) = C (ft_1, pt_1) / C (pt_1) \tag{1}$$

We calculate the probability between next function tags ($nt_1, nt_2, \ldots nt_k$) and previous possible tags by using the following equation that is log likelihood.

$$P (nt_1|pt_1) = C (nt_1, pt_1) / C (pt_1) \tag{2}$$

We multiply the probabilities from two equations and choose the function tag with the largest number as the posterior probability.

**9. Grammatical Relations of Myanmar Sentence**

The LANGUAGE defined by a CFG (context-free grammar) is the set of strings derivable from the start symbol $S$ (for Sentence). The core of a CFG grammar is a set of production rules that replaces single variables with strings of variables and symbols. The grammar generates all strings that, starting with a special start variable, can be obtained by applying the production rules until no variables remain. A CFG is usually thought in two ways: a device for generating sentences, or a device if assigning a structure to a given sentence. We use CFG for grammatical relations of function tags.

A CFG is a 4-tuple $<N, \Sigma, P, S>$ consisting of

- A set of non-terminal symbols $N$
- A set of terminal symbols $\Sigma$
- A set of productions $P$
  - $A \rightarrow \alpha$
  - $A$ is a non-terminal
  - $\alpha$ is a string of symbols from the infinite set of strings ($\Sigma U N$)*
• A designated start symbol $S$

**Example grammar**
- $\text{SENT} \rightarrow \text{SUBJ OBJ PLACE VERB} \mid \text{SUBJ VERB}$
- $\text{SUBJ} \rightarrow \text{PSUBJ SUBJP}$
- $\text{OBJ} \rightarrow \text{POBJ OBJP}$
- $\text{PLACE} \rightarrow \text{PLA PLAP}$
- $\text{VERB} \rightarrow \text{ACTIVE}$

Our description of the syntactic analysis process refers to the example in Fig., which illustrates the sentence “I read the book that is given by my father” (“ကြည်းခေါ်တာက်ကြည်းသူရဲ့ စိုးစုံတိုးတက်တာက်ကြည်း”"). This sentence is represented as a sequence of word-tags as “N V CC N PPC PRON V”.

It is described as a sequence of chunk as “NC VC CC NC PPC NC VC SFC” and the sentence structure (Sentence) contains separate constituents for the object sentence (Obj-sent) and independent sentence (I-sent), which contains other phrases. Note that this parse tree has had some constituents conflated to comply with the constraint that there be only one constituent per word.

(a) $\text{NC} \{သိုး/noun.person\} \# \text{VC} \{စိုး/verb.common\} \# \text{CC} \{ညီ/cc.adj\} \# \text{NC} \{စိုဖြင့်/noun.objects\} \# \text{PPC} \{စိုး/ppm.obj\} \# \text{NC} \{ကြည်းခေါ်တာက်/pronoun.person\} \# \text{VC} \{စိုး/verb.common\} \# \text{SFC} \{စိုး/sentence\}$

(b) $\text{Subj}\{သိုး/subject\}\#\text{CCA}\{ညီ/cc.adj\}\#\text{PObj}\{စိုဖြင့်/noun.objects\}\#\text{Obj}\{သိုး/noun.person\}\#\text{Subj}\{ကြည်းခေါ်တာက်/pronoun.person\}\#\text{Active}\{စိုးစုံ/verb\}$

(c)

**Figure 2.** An overview of the syntactic analysis of the sentence (a) The tagged and chunk sentence (b) The sentence with function tags (c) The parse tree with function tags

### 10. Error Analysis and Experimental Results

Some errors are observed in error analysis. One typical error is caused by the lack of postpositional markers in a sentence. For example, Pla and Obj are sometimes mistagged when some sentences omit the PPM. The other mistake occurs between Subj and PcomplS. PcomplS are often misidentified as Subj because both tags are especially placed before verb phrase.

Our system is evaluated on different number of sentences collecting from Myanmar textbook of middle school and Myanmar websites. All sentences can be further classified as two sets. One is simple sentence set, in which every sentence has no more than 15 words. The other is complex sentence set, in which every sentence has more than 15 words. In complex sentences, they can be further classified as three groups. They are sentences which are combined by 2 clauses (DC+1C), 3 clauses (DC+DC+1C) and 4 clauses (DC+DC+DC+1C). Therefore, we will obtain complete knowledge about the performance of the syntactic analysis by the comparison of it on these two types of sentences. Table shows the distribution data of simple and complex sentences.

**Table 1. Performance of syntactic analysis for simple and complex sentences**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sentence Type</th>
<th>Accuracy</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simple Sentences</td>
<td>94.62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Sentences with 2 clauses</td>
<td>92.38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Sentences with 3 clauses</td>
<td>95.51%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Complex Sentences with 4 clauses</td>
<td>96.82%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We found that the accuracy of complex sentences is higher than the simple sentences because clauses in most of the complex sentences form simpler and shorter length than a complete simple sentence.
11. Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed a set of function tags for Myanmar language and investigate the function tag of the word depending on the sentence structure of Myanmar language. We used Naïve Bayesian technique for the task of assigning function tags. Function tags have in the past not been very well studied or exploited. For grammatical relations of the function tags, we use context free grammar. The parse tree can be built by using function tags.

As function tagging is a preprocessing step for grammatical relations, the errors occurred in the task of function tagging affect the relations of the words. The corpus may be balanced because Naïve Bayesian framework probability simply describes uncertainty. The corpus creation is time consuming. The corpus is the resource for the development of Myanmar to English translation system and we expect the corpus to be continually expanded in the future because the tested sentence can be added into the corpus. Because of the lack of prior research on this task, we are unable to compare our results to those of other researchers; but the results do seem promising.
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